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get of the old West’s most famous feud.”
—Associated Press The true story of the Earp
brothers, Doc Holliday, and the famous Battle at
the OK Corral, by the New York Times
bestselling author of Dodge City and Wild Bill.
On the afternoon of October 26, 1881, eight men
clashed in what would be known as the most
famous shootout in American frontier history.
Thirty bullets were exchanged in thirty seconds,
killing three men and wounding three others.
The fight sprang forth from a tense, hot summer.
Cattle rustlers had been terrorizing the back
country of Mexico and selling the livestock they
stole to corrupt ranchers. The Mexican
government built forts along the border to try to
thwart American outlaws, while Arizona citizens
became increasingly agitated. Rustlers, who
became known as the cow-boys, began to kill
each other as well as innocent citizens. That
October, tensions boiled over with Ike and Billy
Clanton, Tom and Frank McLaury, and Billy
Claiborne confronting the Tombstone marshal,
Virgil Earp, and the suddenly deputized Wyatt
and Morgan Earp and shotgun-toting Doc
Holliday. Bestselling author Tom Clavin peers
behind decades of legend surrounding the story
of Tombstone to reveal the true story of the
drama and violence that made it famous.
Tombstone also digs deep into the vendetta ride
that followed the tragic gunfight, when Wyatt
and Warren Earp and Holliday went vigilante to
track down the likes of Johnny Ringo, Curly Bill
Brocius, and other cowboys who had cowardly
gunned down his brothers. That "vendetta ride"
would make the myth of Wyatt Earp complete

Packing My Library - Alberto Manguel
2018-03-20
A best-selling author and world-renowned
bibliophile meditates on his vast personal library
and champions the vital role of all libraries In
June 2015 Alberto Manguel prepared to leave
his centuries-old village home in France’s Loire
Valley and reestablish himself in a one-bedroom
apartment on Manhattan’s Upper West Side.
Packing up his enormous, 35,000†‘volume
personal library, choosing which books to keep,
store, or cast out, Manguel found himself in deep
reverie on the nature of relationships between
books and readers, books and collectors, order
and disorder, memory and reading. In this
poignant and personal reevaluation of his life as
a reader, the author illuminates the highly
personal art of reading and affirms the vital role
of public libraries. Manguel’s musings range
widely, from delightful reflections on the
idiosyncrasies of book lovers to deeper analyses
of historic and catastrophic book events,
including the burning of ancient Alexandria’s
library and contemporary library lootings at the
hands of ISIS. With insight and passion, the
author underscores the universal centrality of
books and their unique importance to a
democratic, civilized, and engaged society.
Tombstone - Tom Clavin 2020-04-21
THE INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER
"Tombstone is written in a distinctly American
voice." —T.J. Stiles, The New York Times “With a
former newsman’s nose for the truth, Clavin has
sifted the facts, myths, and lies to produce what
might be as accurate an account as we will ever
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and punctuate the struggle for power in the
American frontier's last boom town.
The Library at Night - Alberto Manguel
2011-07-27
In the tradition of A History of Reading, this
book is an account of Manguel’s astonishment at
the variety, beauty and persistence of our efforts
to shape the world and our lives, most notably
through something almost as old as reading
itself: libraries. The Library at Night begins with
the design and construction of Alberto
Manguel’s own library at his house in western
France – a process that raises puzzling questions
about his past and his reading habits, as well as
broader ones about the nature of categories,
catalogues, architecture and identity.
Thematically organized and beautifully
illustrated, this book considers libraries as
treasure troves and architectural spaces; it looks
on them as autobiographies of their owners and
as statements of national identity. It examines
small personal libraries and libraries that started
as philanthropic ventures, and analyzes the
unending promise – and defects – of virtual ones.
It compares different methods of categorization
(and what they imply) and libraries that have
built up by chance as opposed to by conscious
direction. In part this is because this is about the
library at night, not during the day: this book
takes in what happens after the lights go out,
when the world is sleeping, when books become
the rightful owners of the library and the reader
is the interloper. Then all daytime order is
upended: one book calls to another across the
shelves, and new alliances are created across
time and space. And so, as well as the best
design for a reading room and the makeup of
Robinson Crusoe’s library, this book dwells on
more "nocturnal" subjects: fictional libraries like
those carried by Count Dracula and
Frankenstein’s monster; shadow libraries of lost
and censored books; imaginary libraries of books
not yet written. The Library at Night is a
fascinating voyage through the mind of one our
most beloved men of letters. It is an invitation
into his memory and vast knowledge of books
and civilizations, and throughout – though
mostly implicitly – it is also a passionate defence
of literacy, of the unique pleasures of reading, of
the importance of the book. As much as anything
else, The Library at Night reminds us of what a

library stands for: the possibility of illumination,
of a better path for our society and for us as
individuals. That hope too, at the close, is
replaced by something that fits this personal and
eclectic book even better: something more
fragile, and evanescent than illumination,
though just as important.
A Reading Diary - Alberto Manguel 2011-02-04
The must-have literary book of the season! Over
the course of a year, the bestselling author of A
History of Reading spends a month with each of
his 12 favourite books, allowing us to observe
both the heart of the reading experience and
how life around us can be illuminated by what
we read. From June 2002 to may 2003, Alberto
Manguel set out to reread twelve of the books he
likes best, and to share with us, his “gentle
readers,” his impressions and experiences in
doing so. We travel with him as he leaves
Canada to set up house in a medieval presbytery
in France, visits his childhood home in Argentina
and embarks on trips to various other places,
always carrying a book in his hand. The result is
an immensely enjoyable collection for every
lover of reading — something between an
intimate diary, a collection of literary thoughts,
and the best travel memoir. A Reading Diary
ranges from reflections on much-loved writers —
Margaret Atwood, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, H. G.
Wells, Cervantes — to seductive introductions to
others about whom you will want to know more,
such as Sei Shonagon and Adolfo Bioy Casares,
simultaneously providing insights into the world
of today, its changing seasons and pleasures, its
shifting politics and wars — all illuminated by
the great novel he is reading at the time. A
Reading Diary is a walk through a year’s worth
of best beloved books in the company of an
eclectically learned friend. Touching on themes
of home and wandering, memory and loss,
Alberto Manguel perfectly traces the threads
between our reading and our lived experience.
Excerpt from A Reading Diary: June Saturday
We have been in our house in France for just
over a year, and already I have to leave, to visit
my family in Buenos Aires. I don’t want to go. I
want to enjoy the village in summer, the garden,
the house kept cool by the thick ancient walls. I
want to start setting up the books on the shelves
we have just had built. I want to sit in my room
and work. On the plane, I pull out a copy of
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Adolfo Bioy Casares’s The Invention of Morel,
the tale of a man stranded on an island that is
apparently inhabited by ghosts, a book I read for
the first time thirty, thirty-five years ago. . . .
An Inspiration to All Who Enter - Kathryn
James 2013-10-22
In celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of Yale
University's Beinecke Library, one of the world's
great bibliographic treasure houses, comes this
sumptuously illustrated volume of fifty of the
Library's most prized rare books and
manuscripts. Selected by the Library's curators
and accompanied by insightful and accessible
texts, the featured works range from recently
acquired items from living authors and poets to
some of the most famous, rare, and notorious
books in history. Among these works are the
original map of the Lewis and Clark expedition,
James Joyce's proof sheets to Anna Livia
Plurabelle, a song printed on papyrus from the
second-century Roman Empire, the Voynich
manuscript, a poem-painting by Susan Howe,
Langston Hughes's Montage of a Dream
Deferred in original manuscript form, and many
others.
The Library at Night - Alberto Manguel
2008-04-01
Inspired by the process of creating a library for
his 15th-century home near the Loire, in France,
Manguel, the acclaimed writer on books and
reading, has taken up the subject of libraries in
this captivating meditation on their meaning and
significance.
The City of Words - Alberto Manguel 2008
'And yet stories, even the best and truest, can't
save us from our own folly. Stories can't protect
us from suffering and error, from natural and
artificial catastrophes, from our own suicidal
greed. The only thing they can do is ... offer
consolation for suffering and words to name our
experience. Stories can tell us who we are ... and
suggest ways of imagining a future that, without
calling for comfortable happy endings, may offer
us ways of remaining alive, together, on this
much-abused earth.' Based on Canada's 2007
CBC Massey Lectures (to be broadcast in
Australia by ABC Radio National in April 2008),
Alberto Manguel's The City of Words takes a
fresh look at the rise of violent intolerance in our
societies. We strive to build societies with sets of
values all citizens can agree on. But something

has gone wrong- race riots in France, political
murder in the Netherlands, bombings in Britain
and Bali - are these symptoms of a multicultural
experiment gone awry? Why is it so difficult for
us to live together when the alternatives are
demonstrably horrifying? With his trademark wit
and erudition, Alberto Manguel suggests a fresh
approach- we should look at what visionaries,
poets, novelists, essayists and filmmakers have
to say about building societies. Perhaps the
stories we tell hold secret keys to the human
heart. From Cassandra to Jack London, the Epic
of Gilgamesh to the computer Hal in 2001- A
Space Odyssey, Don Quixote to Atanarjuat- The
Fast Runner, Manguel draws fascinating and
revelatory parallels between the personal and
political realities of our present-day world and
those of myth, legend and story.
A History of Reading in the West - Guglielmo
Cavallo 2003
Literature has not always been written in the
same ways, nor has it been received or read in
the same ways over the course of Western
civilization. Cavallo (Greek palaeography, U. of
Rome La Sapienza), Chartier (Ecole des Hautes
Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris) and a
number of other international contributors,
address themes that highlight the
transformation of reading methods and materials
over the ages, such as the way texts in the
Middle Ages were often written with the voice in
mind, as they would have been read aloud, or
even sung. Articles explore the innovations in
the physical evolution of the book, as well as the
growth and development of a broad-based
reading public.
The Nature of the Book - Adrian Johns
2009-05-15
In The Nature of the Book, a tour de force of
cultural history, Adrian Johns constructs an
entirely original and vivid picture of print
culture and its many arenas—commercial,
intellectual, political, and individual. "A
compelling exposition of how authors, printers,
booksellers and readers competed for power
over the printed page. . . . The richness of Mr.
Johns's book lies in the splendid detail he has
collected to describe the world of books in the
first two centuries after the printing press
arrived in England."—Alberto Manguel,
Washington Times "[A] mammoth and
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stimulating account of the place of print in the
history of knowledge. . . . Johns has written a
tremendously learned primer."—D. Graham
Burnett, New Republic "A detailed, engrossing,
and genuinely eye-opening account of the
formative stages of the print culture. . . . This is
scholarship at its best."—Merle Rubin, Christian
Science Monitor "The most lucid and persuasive
account of the new kind of knowledge produced
by print. . . . A work to rank alongside
McLuhan."—John Sutherland, The Independent
"Entertainingly written. . . . The most
comprehensive account available . . . well
documented and engaging."—Ian Maclean,
Times Literary Supplement
The Gates of Paradise - Alberto Manguel
2001-02-01

Manguel chooses as his guides a selection of
writers who sparked his imagination. He
dedicates each chapter to a single thinker,
scientist, artist, or other figure who
demonstrated in a fresh way how to ask "Why?"
Leading us through a full gallery of inquisitives,
among them Thomas Aquinas, David Hume,
Lewis Carroll, Rachel Carson, Socrates, and,
most importantly, Dante, Manguel affirms how
deeply connected our curiosity is to the readings
that most astonish us, and how essential to the
soaring of our own imaginations.
In Another Part of the Forest - Alberto Manguel
1994
Gathers stories dealing with homosexual
characters by a variety of authors including
James Baldwin, John Cheever, Daphne du
Maurier, William Faulkner, E.M. Forster, W.P.
Kinsella, Alice Munro, and William Trevor
The Dictionary of Imaginary Places - Alberto
Manguel 2000
Describes and visualizes over 1,200 magical
lands found in literature and film, discussing
such exotic realms as Atlantis, Tolkien's Middle
Earth, and Oz.
With Borges - Alberto Manguel 2006
"In Buenos Aires, 1964, a blind writer
approaches a sixteen-year-old bookstore clerk
asking if he would be interested in a part-time
job reading aloud." "The writer was Jorge Luis
Borges, one of the world's finest literary minds;
the boy was Alberto Manguel, who was later to
become an internationally acclaimed author and
bibliophile." "The young Manguel spent several
years reading aloud and transcribing for the
enigmatic Borges. Here he recalls this time with
integrity and warmth, offering us an intimate
and moving portrait of one of the great literary
luminaries."--BOOK JACKET.
The Traveler, the Tower, and the Worm - Alberto
Manguel 2013-07-19
Alberto Manguel examines metaphors of readers
and reading from literatures across centuries
and the globe, from the ancient epic Gilgamesh
to the World Wide Web, from the adventures of
Ulysses to the tragedy of Emma Bovary, and he
considers how these metaphors reflect the
cultures that invent them.
Reader, Come Home - Maryanne Wolf
2018-08-14
The author of the acclaimed Proust and the

A History of Reading - Alberto Manguel
2014-08-26
At one magical instant in your early childhood,
the page of a book—that string of confused, alien
ciphers—shivered into meaning, and at that
moment, whole universes opened. You became,
irrevocably, a reader. Noted essayist and editor
Alberto Manguel moves from this essential
moment to explore the six-thousand-year-old
conversation between words and that hero
without whom the book would be a lifeless
object: the reader. Manguel brilliantly covers
reading as seduction, as rebellion, and as
obsession and goes on to trace the quirky and
fascinating history of the reader’s progress from
clay tablet to scroll, codex to CD-ROM.
Curiosity - Alberto Manguel 2015-01-01
An eclectic history of human curiosity, a great
feast of ideas, and a memoir of a reading life
from an internationally celebrated reader and
thinker Curiosity has been seen through the
ages as the impulse that drives our knowledge
forward and the temptation that leads us toward
dangerous and forbidden waters. The question
"Why?" has appeared under a multiplicity of
guises and in vastly different contexts
throughout the chapters of human history. Why
does evil exist? What is beauty? How does
language inform us? What defines our identity?
What is our responsibility to the world? In
Alberto Manguel's most personal book to date,
the author tracks his own life of curiosity
through the reading that has mapped his way.
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Squid follows up with a lively, ambitious, and
deeply informative book that considers the
future of the reading brain and our capacity for
critical thinking, empathy, and reflection as we
become increasingly dependent on digital
technologies. A decade ago, Maryanne Wolf’s
Proust and the Squid revealed what we know
about how the brain learns to read and how
reading changes the way we think and feel.
Since then, the ways we process written
language have changed dramatically with many
concerned about both their own changes and
that of children. New research on the reading
brain chronicles these changes in the brains of
children and adults as they learn to read while
immersed in a digitally dominated medium.
Drawing deeply on this research, this book
comprises a series of letters Wolf writes to
us—her beloved readers—to describe her
concerns and her hopes about what is happening
to the reading brain as it unavoidably changes to
adapt to digital mediums. Wolf raises difficult
questions, including: Will children learn to
incorporate the full range of "deep reading"
processes that are at the core of the expert
reading brain? Will the mix of a seemingly
infinite set of distractions for children’s
attention and their quick access to immediate,
voluminous information alter their ability to
think for themselves? With information at their
fingertips, will the next generation learn to build
their own storehouse of knowledge, which could
impede the ability to make analogies and draw
inferences from what they know? Will all these
influences change the formation in children and
the use in adults of "slower" cognitive processes
like critical thinking, personal reflection,
imagination, and empathy that comprise deep
reading and that influence both how we think
and how we live our lives? How can we preserve
deep reading processes in future iterations of
the reading brain? Concerns about attention
span, critical reasoning, and over-reliance on
technology are never just about children—Wolf
herself has found that, though she is a reading
expert, her ability to read deeply has been
impacted as she has become increasingly
dependent on screens. Wolf draws on
neuroscience, literature, education, and
philosophy and blends historical, literary, and
scientific facts with down-to-earth examples and

warm anecdotes to illuminate complex ideas that
culminate in a proposal for a biliterate reading
brain. Provocative and intriguing, Reader, Come
Home is a roadmap that provides a cautionary
but hopeful perspective on the impact of
technology on our brains and our most essential
intellectual capacities—and what this could
mean for our future.
Magic Land of Toys - Alberto Manguel 2006-11
More than 500 rare and beautiful toys from the
renowned collection of Paris' Musie des Arts
Dicoratifs are photographed by Pintado in
tableaux of children's playrooms from 1870 to
the present. These unearthly photographs
alternate with text by Manguel that mingles the
real and the imaginary, retelling both wellknown and obscure children's stories.
On the Origin of Species - Charles Darwin 1883
History on Trial - Gary B. Nash 2000
An incisive overview of the current debate over
the teaching of history in American schools
examines the setting of controversial standards
for history education, the integration of
multiculturalism and minorities into the
curriculum, and ways to make history more
relevant to students. Reprint.
Homer's the Iliad and the Odyssey - Alberto
Manguel 2009-03
Examines the origins of "The Iliad" and "The
Odyssey," the colorful characters and events
chronicling the Trojan War and its aftermath,
and the legacy of the works for Western culture.
Crusoe's Books - Bill Bell 2022-01-13
This is a book about readers on the move in the
age of Victorian empire. It examines the libraries
and reading habits of five reading constituencies
from the long nineteenth century: shipboard
emigrants, Australian convicts, Scottish settlers,
polar explorers, and troops in the First World
War. What was the role of reading in extreme
circumstances? How were new meanings made
under strange skies? How was reading
connected with mobile communities in an age of
expansion? Uncovering a vast range of sources
from the period, from diaries, periodicals, and
literary culture, Bill Bell reveals some
remarkable and unanticipated insights into the
way that reading operated within and upon the
British Empire for over a century.
Calvinism - Darryl Hart 2013-05-30
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DIVThis briskly told history of Reformed
Protestantism takes these churches through
their entire 500-year history—from sixteenthcentury Zurich and Geneva to modern locations
as far flung as Seoul and São Paulo. D. G. Hart
explores specifically the social and political
developments that enabled Calvinism to
establish a global presence./divDIV
/divDIVHart’s approach features significant
episodes in the institutional history of Calvinism
that are responsible for its contemporary profile.
He traces the political and religious
circumstances that first created space for
Reformed churches in Europe and later
contributed to Calvinism’s expansion around the
world. He discusses the effects of the American
and French Revolutions on ecclesiastical
establishments as well as nineteenth- and
twentieth-century communions, particularly in
Scotland, the Netherlands, the United States,
and Germany, that directly challenged church
dependence on the state. Raising important
questions about secularization, religious
freedom, privatization of faith, and the place of
religion in public life, this book will appeal not
only to readers with interests in the history of
religion but also in the role of religion in political
and social life today./div
The Primary Colors - Alexander Theroux 1996
A fascinating cultural history, these splendid
essays on the three primary colors--blue, yellow,
and red--extend to the artistic, literary,
linguistic, botanical, cinematic, aesthetic,
religious, scientific, culinary, climatological, and
emotional dimensions of each color. QBPC
Selection.
Finding Your Yes - Christine E. Wagoner
2021-05-18
Would you like to live into your yes? Christine
Wagoner invites you to be attentive to the
movements of the Spirit and engage with
opportunities God gives you on your spiritual
journey. Sharing about her own yes moments as
well as those of others, Wagoner offers practical
tools for living a life of openness to the
invitations of God in our lives.
Mothers and Daughters - Alberto Manguel
1998-04
Turning his inspired anthologizing skills to a
subject all readers can relate to, celebrated
writer and editor Alberto Manguel offers an

exceptional collection of complete short stories
about the relationship between mothers and
daughters. Contributors include Dorothy Allison,
Daphne du Maurier, Carson McCullers,
Katherine Mansfield, Edith Wharton, Janet
Frame, and others.
The History of Reading - Shafquat Towheed
2011
The History of Reading offers an engaging,
accessible overview from the rise of literacy
through to the current trend of âe~book
clubsâe(tm). Divided into seven sections, each
with a useful introduction, this Reader:
summarises the main debates and perspectives
shaping the field introduces key theorists such
as Iser, Fish and Bakhtin surveys influential
works and outlines important studies on mass
reading focuses on specific communities such as
Welsh miners, African American library users
and Australian convicts looks at individual
readers from a variety of countries, classes and
historical periods considers current research in
the history of reading. Providing both a clear
introduction to the history of the field and a
taster of the breadth, diversity and vitality of
current debates, this Reader is an essential
resource for undergraduates, graduates, and
researchers.
How We Read Now - Naomi S. Baron 2021
"The digital revolution has transformed reading.
Onscreen text, audiobooks, podcasts, and videos
often replace print. We make these swaps for
pleasure reading, but also in schools. How We
Read Now is a ringside seat to the impact of
reading medium on learning. Teachers,
administrators, librarians, and policymakers
need to make decisions about classroom
materials. College students must weigh their
options. And parents face choices for their
children. Digital selections are often based on
cost or convenience, not educational evidence.
Current research offers essential findings about
how print and digital reading compare when the
aim is learning. Yet the gap between what
scholars and the larger public know is huge.
How We Read Now closes the gap. The book
begins by sizing up the state of reading today,
revealing how little reading students have been
doing. The heart of the book connects research
insights to practical applications. Baron draws
on work from international researchers, along
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with results from her collaborative studies of
student reading practices ranging from middle
school through college. The result is an impartial
view of the evidence, including where the jury is
still out. The book closes with two challenges.
The first is that students increasingly complain
print is boring. And second, for all the
educational buzz about teaching critical
thinking, digital reading is inherently ill-suited
for cultivating these habits of mind. Since
screens and audio are now entrenched - and
valuable - platforms for reading, we need to
rethink how to help learners use them wisely"-A Reader on Reading - Alberto Manguel
2010-03-02
In this major collection of his essays, Alberto
Manguel, whom George Steiner has called “the
Casanova of reading,” argues that the activity of
reading, in its broadest sense, defines our
species. “We come into the world intent on
finding narrative in everything,” writes Manguel,
“landscape, the skies, the faces of others, the
images and words that our species create.”
Reading our own lives and those of others,
reading the societies we live in and those that lie
beyond our borders, reading the worlds that lie
between the covers of a book are the essence of
A Reader on Reading. The thirty-nine essays in
this volume explore the crafts of reading and
writing, the identity granted to us by literature,
the far-reaching shadow of Jorge Luis Borges, to
whom Manguel read as a young man, and the
links between politics and books and between
books and our bodies. The powers of censorship
and intellectual curiosity, the art of translation,
and those “numinous memory palaces we call
libraries” also figure in this remarkable
collection. For Manguel and his readers, words,
in spite of everything, lend coherence to the
world and offer us “a few safe places, as real as
paper and as bracing as ink,” to grant us room
and board in our passage.
A History of Reading - Alberto Manguel
2012-11-13
In this marvelous book, acclaimed around the
world, Alberto Manguel takes us on a fascinating
exploration of what it means to be a reader of
books. A History of Reading is a brilliant
reminder of why we cherish the act of
reading—despite distractions throughout the
ages, from the Inquisition to the lures of

cyberspace. He shows us what happens when we
read; who we become; and how reading teaches
us how to live. He reminds us that we live in
books as well as among them—how we find our
own stories in books, and traces of our lives. He
shows us how our reading habits have developed
over the centuries, and how, ever since humans
first transcribed their thoughts and deeds on
clay and papyrus, the act of reading is itself a
part of being human. Alberto Manguel is a lover
of reading, and he brings a lover’s delight and
enthusiasm to his history of reading. His stories
take us across a breathtaking range of time and
experiences. From the invention of the reader to
Pliny the Younger’s first lip-synch in history;
from the moment when Alexander the Great’s
conquering army watched, amazed, as their
captain read a letter from his mother—but
silently—to himself!—to reading clubs in
medieval France; from the Great Camel Library
of the Grand Vizir of Persia, who trained his
camels to walk in alphabetical order, to the
ancient delights of bedroom reading and the
modern horrors of book burning in Nazi
Germany; from cuneiform and codexes to the
invention of printing and to Penguins; from the
creation of eyeglasses to the hypnotics of
hypertext—the story of reading is laid open here
for our pleasure.
Into The Looking-Glass Wood - Alberto
Manguel 2011-02-04
By the award-winning author of A History of
Reading "For me, words on a page give the
world coherence--Words tell us what we, as a
society, believe the world to be--I believe there is
an ethic of reading--a commitment that is both
political and private in the act of turning the
pages. And I believe that sometimes, beyond the
author's intentions and beyond the reader's
hopes, a book can make us better and wiser."
Through personal stories and literary reflections,
in a style rich in humour and gentle erudition,
Manguel leads us, the readers, to reflect upon
the pleasures and responsibilities of reading,
and the links that exist between the world we
live in, and the words we live amongst. Into the
Looking-Glass Wood is a voyage into the
subversive heart of words - a voyage fired by the
author's humanity and extraordinary breadth of
vision.
Lives of the Novelists - John Sutherland
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2012-03-27
No previous author has attempted a book such
as this: a complete history of novels written in
the English language, from the genre's
seventeenth-century origins to the present day.
In the spirit of Dr. Johnson’s Lives of the Poets,
acclaimed critic and scholar John Sutherland
selects 294 writers whose works illustrate the
best of every kind of fiction—from gothic, penny
dreadful, and pornography to fantasy, romance,
and high literature. Each author was chosen,
Professor Sutherland explains, because his or
her books are well worth reading and are likely
to remain so for at least another century.
Sutherland presents these authors in
chronological order, in each case deftly
combining a lively and informative biographical
sketch with an opinionated assessment of the
writer's work. Taken together, these novelists
provide both a history of the novel and a guide
to its rich variety. Always entertaining, and
sometimes shocking, Sutherland considers
writers as diverse as Daniel Defoe, Henry James,
James Joyce, Edgar Allan Poe, Virginia Woolf,
Michael Crichton, Jeffrey Archer, and Jacqueline
Susann. Written for all lovers of fiction, Lives of
the Novelists succeeds both as introduction and
re-introduction, as Sutherland presents favorite
and familiar novelists in new ways and
transforms the less favored and less familiar
through his relentlessly fascinating readings.
My Old Man and the Sea - Daniel Hays
1995-01-01
Traces a father and son journey around South
America in a tiny boat they built together
Reading Pictures - Alberto Manguel 2003-11-03
The language in which we speak about art has
become steadily more abstruse, though for
thousands of years this was not the case, Today,
we live in a kaleidoscopic new world of images.
Is there a vocabulary we can learn in order to
read these images? Is there something we can
do so as not to remain passive when we flip
through an illustrated book or wander through a
gallery, or are there ways in which we can 'read'
the stories within paintings, monumnets,
buildings and sculptures? We say 'every picture
tells a story', but does it? Taking a handful of
extraordinary images - photagraphed, painted,
built, sculpted - Alberto Manguel explores, with
delight and erudition, how each one attempts to

tell a story that we, the viewer, must decipher or
invent. Whether delving into the love of life in
the twentieth-century world of Joan Mitchell, or
the brutal complexities of Picasso's treatment of
his mistress; revisiting the riddles of the past in
the fifteenth-century painting of Robert Campin,
or exploring the heartrending life of 'the hairy
girl' whose matted fur so astonished sixteenthcentury Italy, he helps us to enjoy and explore
the visual landscape we live in.
Fabulous Monsters - Alberto Manguel
2019-09-24
An original look at how literary characters can
transcend their books to guide our lives, by one
of the world's most eminent bibliophiles Alberto
Manguel, in a style both charming and erudite,
examines how literary characters live with us
from childhood on. Throughout the years, they
change their identities and emerge from behind
their stories to teach us about the complexities
of love, loss, and the world itself. Manguel's
favorite characters include Jim from
Huckleberry Finn, Phoebe from The Catcher in
the Rye, Job and Jonah from the Bible, Little Red
Riding Hood and Captain Nemo, Hamlet's
mother, and Dr. Frankenstein's maligned
Monster. Sharing his unique powers as a reader,
Manguel encourages us to establish our own
literary relationships. An intimate preface and
Manguel's own "doodles" complete this
delightful and magical book.
A Reading Diary - Alberto Manguel 2006
While traveling, Manguel was struck by how the
novel he was reading seemed to reflect the
social chaos of the world he was living in. He
decided to keep a diary of these moments,
reading a book a month and recording his
observations, which provides an enthralling
adventure in literature and life.
A History of Reading - Alberto Manguel 1997
This is an intimate study of the art and craft of
reading from prehistory to the present. The
author meticulously traces the history of reading
from the earliest examples of the clay tablets to
today's digital revolution.
All Men Are Liars - Alberto Manguel
2012-06-05
In this gorgeously imagined novel, a journalist
interviews those who knew—or thought they
knew—Alejandro Bevilacqua, a brilliant,
infuriatingly elusive South American writer and
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author of the masterpiece, In Praise of Lying.
But the accounts of those in his circle of friends,
lovers, and enemies become increasingly
contradictory, murky, and suspect. Is everyone
lying, or just telling their own subjective version
of the truth? As the literary investigation unfolds
and a chorus of Bevilacqua’s peers piece
together the fractured reality of his life, thirty
years after his death, only the reader holds the
power of final judgment. In All Men Are Liars,
Alberto Manguel pays homage to literature’s
inventions and explores whether we can ever
truly know someone, and the question of how, by

whom, and for what, we ourselves will be
remembered.
Wasteland - Vittoria Di Palma 2014-08-26
In an eloquent history of landscape and land use,
Vittoria Di Palma takes on the “antipicturesque”—how landscapes that elicit fear
and disgust have shaped our conceptions of
beauty and the sublime.
Reading Pictures - Alberto Manguel 2000
Provides a close-up look at the works of great
artists and at the real-life stories behind their
masterpieces, exploring the impact of art on
human life, our paradoxical impulses to both
create and destroy, and the nature of creativity.
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